We consider the cross-correlation search for periodic gravitational waves and its potential application to the low-mass X-ray binary Sco X-1. This method coherently combines data not only from different detectors at the same time, but also data taken at different times from the same or different detectors. By adjusting the maximum allowed time offset between a pair of data segments to be coherently combined, one can tune the method to trade off sensitivity and computing costs. In particular, the detectable signal amplitude scales as the inverse fourth root of this coherence time. The improvement in amplitude sensitivity for a search with a maximum time offset of one hour, compared with a directed stochastic background search with 0.25 Hz wide bins is about a factor of 5.4. We show that a search of one year of data from the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo with a coherence time of one hour would be able to detect gravitational waves from Sco X-1 at the level predicted by torque balance over a range of signal frequencies from 30 to 300 Hz; if the coherence time could be increased to ten hours, the range would be 20 to 500 Hz. In addition, we consider several technical aspects of the cross-correlation method: We quantify the effects of spectral leakage and show that nearly rectangular windows still lead to the most sensitive search. We produce an explicit parameter-space metric for the cross-correlation search in general and as applied to a neutron star in a circular binary system. We consider the effects of using a signal template averaged over unknown amplitude parameters: the quantity to which the search is sensitive is a given function of the intrinsic signal amplitude and the inclination of the neutron star rotation axis to the line of sight, and the peak of the expected detection statistic is systematically offset from the true signal parameters. And finally, we describe the potential loss of signal-to-noise ratio due to unmodelled effects such as signal phase acceleration within the Fourier transform timescale and gradual evolution of the spin frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB) Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) [1] is one of the most promising potential sources of gravitational waves (GWs) which may be observed by the generation of GW detectors-such as Advanced LIGO [2] , Advanced Virgo [3] and KAGRA [4] which will begin operation in 2015 with the first Advanced LIGO observing run, and Advanced Virgo and KAGRA observations expected to follow in the coming years. Sco X-1 is presumed to be a binary consisting of a neutron star which is accreting matter from a lowmass companion; its parameters are summarized in table I. Non-axisymmetric deformations in the neutron star can give rise to gravitational radiation, most of which is emitted at twice the rotation frequency of the neutron star [10] .
1 Such deformations can be maintained by the accretion of matter onto the neutron star. It has been conjectured [12] that the neutron star's rotation may be in an approximate equilibrium state, where the spinup torque due to accretion is balanced by the spindown due to gravitational waves. Scorpius X-1's high X-ray flux implies a high accretion rate, which makes it the most promising potential source of observable GWs among known LMXBs. [13] Since Sco X-1 is not seen as a pulsar, its rotation frequency is unknown. There is also residual uncertainty in the orbital parameters which determine the Doppler modulation of the signal, monochromatic in the neutron star's rest frame, which reaches the solar system barycenter (SSB). This parameter uncertainty limits the effectiveness of the usual coherent search for periodic gravitational waves [10] . The first search for GW from Sco X-1 with the first generation of interferometric GW detectors, using data from the second LIGO science run [5] was limited to six hours of data for this reason. A subsequent search using data from the fourth LIGO science run [14] used a variant of the cross-correlation method developed to search for stochastic GW backgrounds, treating Sco X-1 as a random unpolarized monochromatic source with a arXiv:1504.05890v1 [gr-qc] (sec) 68023.70 ± 0.04 [7] TABLE I. Parameters of the low-mass X-ray binary Scorpius X-1. Since the sky position is determined to microarcsecond or better accuracy, the relevant astrophysical parameters with residual uncertainty are those describing the orbit. Those are the projected semimajor axis ap = a sin i of the neutron star's orbit, the orbital period P orb , and the time tasc at which the neutron star crosses the ascending node (moving away from the observer), measured in the solar-system barycenter. The orbital eccentricity of Sco X-1 is believed to be small [1] , and the present work presumes the orbit to be circular for simplicity; considering eccentric orbits add two search parameters which are determined by the eccentricity and the argument of periapse. [8, 9] Note that the observational constraint in [1] is not on ap itself, but on the radial velocity amplitude K1 = 2πap P orb of the primary. We could have formulated the parameter space in terms of K1 and P orb rather than ap and P orb , but this has no significant impact on the accuracy of the method, since the uncertainty in ap is dominated by that associated with K1. Finally, note that the orbital reference time tasc (which we quote as the time of ascension of the compact object, 1/4 cycle before the time of inferior conjunction of the companion quoted in [7] ) can be propagated to a later epoch by adding an integer number of periods, at the cost of increasing the uncertainty due to the uncertainty in the period itself.
known sky location. [15] 2 The stochastic analysis formed the inspiration for a new method to search for periodic gravitational waves with a model-based cross-correlation statistic which takes into account the signal model for continuous GW emission from a rotating neutron star. [21] (This method has also been adapted [22] to search for young neutron stars in supernova remnants.) The present work further develops some of the details of this method and the specifics of applying it to search for gravitational waves from Sco X-1 and by extension other LMXBs.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the basics of the method and the construction of the combined cross-correlation statistic using a new, streamlined formalism. Section III works out the statistical properties of the cross-correlation statistic, including the first 2 Other methods have been developed, specialized to search for LMXBs. These include summing over contributions from sidebands created by Doppler modulation [16, 17] , searching for such modulation patterns in doubly-Fourier-transformed data [18, 19] , and fitting a polynomial expansion in the Doppler-modulated GW phase. [20] .
careful determination of the effects of signal leakage and the unknown value of the inclination angle of the neutron star's axis to the line of sight. It also considers in detail how the sensitivity of the model-based cross-correlation search should compare to the directed unmodelled crosscorrelation search for a monochromatic stochastic background. Section IV considers two effects related to the dependence of the statistic on phase-evolution parameters such as frequency and binary orbital parameters: a systematic offset of the maximum in parameter space from the true signal parameters (which depends on the unknown inclination angle), and the quadratic falloff of the signal away from its maximum. The latter is encoded in a parameter space metric, which we construct in general as well as for the LMXB search both in its exact form and in limiting form relevant if the observation time is long compared to the orbital period. In section V we consider limitations to the method from inaccuracies in the signal model, either due to slight variations in frequency ("spin wandering") arising from an inexact torque-balance equilibrium, or due to phase acceleration during a stretch of data to be Fourier transformed. Finally, in section VI we summarize our results and consider the expected sensitivity of this search to Sco X-1.
II. THE CROSS-CORRELATION METHOD
The cross-correlation method is derived and described in detail in [21] . In this section, we review the fundamentals, using a more streamlined formalism and including a more careful treatment of signal-leakage issues and nuisance parameters.
A. Short-Time Fourier Transforms
Because the signal of interest is nearly monochromatic, with slowly-varying signal parameters, it is convenient to describe the analysis in the frequency domain by dividing the available data into segments of length T sft and calculating a short-time Fourier transform (SFT) from each. Since the sampling time δt is typically much less than the SFT duration T sft , we can approximate the discrete Fourier transform of the data by a finite-time continuous Fourier transform. If we use the index K to label both the choice of detector and the selected time interval, which has midpoint t K , the SFT will be
where the frequency corresponding to the kth bin of the SFT is
In practice, the data are often multiplied by a window function w j = w j δt−t K T sft before being Fourier transformed, so that (2.1) becomes
w j x Kj e −i2πjk/N δt ≈ (−1)
(2.3)
In this work we will assume that the windowing function is nearly rectangular with some small transition at the beginning and end, so that leakage of undesirable spectral features is suppressed, but the effects of windowing on the signal and noise can otherwise be ignored. The implications of other window choices are considered in appendix A, along with a quantitative treatment of small windowing.
B. Mean and variance of Fourier components
Let the data
in SFT K consist of the signal h K (t) plus random instrumental noise n K (t) with one-sided power spectral density (PSD) S K (|f |) so that its expectation value is
3 Note that the factor e −iπf k T sft appears in equation (2.25) of [21] with the wrong sign in the exponent. However, given (2.2) for integer k, this phase correction is simply the sign (−1) k so the complex conjugate doesn't change it.
(2.6) If we write the noise contribution to the SFT labelled by K as
then (2.5) implies E [ n Kk ] = 0 and we can use (2.6) to show that
As detailed in appendix A, this is not the case for nontrivial windowing, where noise contributions from different frequency bins are correlated.) If we can estimate the noise PSD S K (f k ), we can "normalize" the data to define (as in [23] )
which has mean
and zero "pseudo-covariance"
(This is because the real and imaginary parts of each z Kk are independent and identically distributed.)
C. Signal contribution to SFT
The signal from a rotating deformed neutron star is determined by various parameters of the system, which can be divided into [10] :
4 Strictly speaking, we should allow for data from adjacent SFT intervals in the same detector to be correlated, but we assume that the autocorrelation function
e −i2πf (t−t ) df falls off quickly compared to T sft , so that we can neglect the correlation between noise in different time intervals.
• amplitude parameters: intrinsic signal amplitude h 0 , the angles ι and ψ which define the orientation of the neutron star's rotation axis (ι is the inclination to the line of sight and ψ is a polarization angle from celestial west to the projection of the rotation axis onto the plane of the sky), and the signal phase Φ 0 at some reference time, and
• phase-evolution parameters: intrinsic phase evolution (frequency and frequency derivatives) of the signal, as well as parameters such as sky location and binary orbital parameters which govern the Doppler modulation of the signal.
Those parameters determine the signal received by a gravitational-wave detector at time t as
where F + and F × are the antenna pattern functions [10, 24] which change slowly with time as the Earth rotates.
The signal contribution to an SFT can be estimated by
where we have Taylor expanded the phase about the time
The validity of this approximation will be one of the limiting factors which determines the choice of SFT duration T sft , as detailed in section V B. The form of (2.14) includes the following parameters and definitions:
and A × = cos ι depend on the inclination ι of the rotation axis to the line of sight.
• The antenna patterns F K + and F K × depend on the detector in question, the sidereal time at t K , the sky position α, δ, and the polarization angle ψ.
• The relationship t(t) between the SSB time and the time at the detector depends on the sky position and time. 5 Thus the phase Φ(t(t)) depends on time, detector, Φ 0 , f 0 , f 1 , . . ., sky position and-in the case of a binary-the binary orbital parameters.
The signal contribution to bin k of SFT K is
5 Specifically, if r det is the position of the detector andk is the unit vector pointing from the source to the SSB, t(t) ≈ t − r det ·k/c. (2.17) which determines the signal contribution to a given frequency bin of a short Fourier transform (SFT) of duration T sft according to (2.16) .
Since the spacing between frequency bins is δf = 1/T sft , there will be, for a given signal frequency fK , one bin whose value of κ Kk = (f k − fK )/δf lies between each pair of vertical solid lines.
where we have defined
in terms of the normalized sinc function sinc α = sin πα πα . This is plotted in figure 1 . 6 The signal contribution will be largest in thek K th Fourier bin, defined bỹ
whose frequency fk K is closest to f K . (We have introduced the notation that α is the closest integer to α.) It will prove useful to define, similarly to [23] , Previous sensitivity estimates [21, 22] noted that δ T sft (0) = T sft and therefore replaced each the finite-time delta function with the SFT length T sft , but a more careful treatment requires that we keep track of spectral leakage caused by the signal frequency not being centered in an SFT bin. 7 Note that our definition of κ Kk differs by a sign from the one used in [23] .
closest in frequency to the signal frequency f K at the search parameters. However, as we will see, the sensitivity of the search can be improved by including contributions from additional adjacent bins, so we indicate by K K the set of bins to be considered from SFT K, and we will construct a detection statistic using x Kk for all k ∈ K K . We can then write
T sft (2.21) which means that, from (2.10)
D. Construction of the Cross-Correlation Statistic
For a given choice of signal parameters, which determineκ K for each SFT, and therefore κ Kk for each Fourier component, it is useful to define
This is still normalized so that
where now
If we define vectors indexed by SFT number, we can write (2.24) and (2.25) in matrix form as
8 Note that computations can be made more efficient by use of the
where only the final factor depends on the bin index k ∈ K K . where 1 is the identity matrix, 0 is a matrix of zeros, (·) tr indicates the matrix transpose and (·) † the matrix adjoint (complex conjugate of the transpose).
A real cross-correlation statistic ρ can be constructed by defining a Hermitian matrix W and constructing ρ = z † Wz = Tr(Wzz † ). (Our chosen form of W will be defined in (2.35).) Equation (2.26) tells us that
where the second term is a matrix with elements
where ∆Φ KL = Φ K − Φ L is the difference between the modelled signal phases in the two SFTs and Γ KL is a geometrical factor which depends on ι and ψ as follows (compare equation (3.10) of [21] ):
where we have used the fact that the ψ dependence of the antenna patterns F K +,× can be written in terms of the amplitude modulation coefficients a K and b K as
The AM coefficients [10] are determined by the relevant sky position, detector and sidereal time. They can be defined [25] as
and ε ab × are a polarization basis defined using one basis vector pointing west along a line of constant declination and one pointing north along a line of constant right ascension. Note that ι and ψ are properties of the source which do not change for different SFT pairs, while a K and b K depend only on the SFT (detector and sidereal time) and sky position. It is also useful to note that the combinations
are independent of ψ.
Since terms in Γ KL change signs if we vary cos ι and ψ, which are unknown, it is convenient, as proposed in [21] , to work with the average over those quantities, which picks out the "robust" part: 
or, as a matrix equation, µµ † = h 2 0 G. Note that [21] did not consider issues of spectral leakage responsible for Ξ K , and used a different convention for the placement of complex conjugates in atomic cross-correlation term, so theirG KL would be equal to
in the present notation. Similarly, our
corresponds to the combinatioñ
As noted in [21] , an "optimal" combination of crosscorrelation terms would use a weight W proportional to G. However, as described above, we work with
ave KL in order to avoid specifying the parameters cos ι and ψ. For reasons of computational cost to be detailed later, we limit the possible set of SFT pairs KL included in the cross-correlation to some set P, in particular by requiring that K < L and |t K − t L | < T max . Then we define the Hermitian weighting matrix W by
so that the cross-correlation statistic is
9 Note that eq (3.10) of [21] is also missing a factor of (
This omission was pointed out in [22] , but eq (5) of [22] included the wrong sign in the phase correction and failed to stress that the relevant frequency is fk
Since we assume that the list of pairs P includes no auto-correlations, the matrix W contains no diagonal elements, 10 which implies Tr(W) = 0. We will later introduce, and use when convenient, the notation that α labels a (non-ordered) pair of SFTs KL ∈ P.
III. STATISTICS AND SENSITIVITY
In this section we consider in detail the statistical properties of the cross-correlation statistic ρ which were sketched in a basic form in [21] . In particular, we consider the impact on the expected sensitivity of spectral leakage and unknown amplitude parameters, and compare the sensitivity of a cross-correlation search to the directed stochastic search by analogy to which it was defined.
A. Mean and Variance of Cross-Correlation Statistic
The expectation value of the cross-correlation statistic is
where we have used the fact that W is traceless. The variance is
2) The first term can be evaluated by writing z = (z−µ)+µ; after some simplification we have
Ordinarily we'd need to know something about the fourth moment of the noise distribution to evaluate the expectation value, but since W contains no diagonal elements, and the different elements of z − µ are independent of each other, the expectation value can be evaluated using only the variance-covariance matrix of z to give
10 Note that if we analogously constructed the matrix to include only diagonal terms, i.e., constructed a statistic only out of autocorrelations, the statistic would be equivalent to that used in the PowerFlux method. [26] We choose the normalization constant N so that ρ has unit variance in the limit h 2 0 → 0, i.e.,
Written in terms of SFT pairs, the expectation value of the statistic is
Looking at (2.29) we see that the real part of Γ KL has a piece proportional to Γ ave KL and a piece that depends on ψ:
The sum over SFT pairs KL can be broken down as a sum over detector pairs, over time offsets t K −t L , and over the timestamp
halfway between the timestamps of the SFTs in the pair. In an idealized long observing run, if the detector noise is uncorrelated with sidereal time, the sum over
(which depends on the polarization angle ψ) over sidereal time. Because the former is positive definite and the latter is not, this average tends to suppress the ψ-dependent term. This is in addition to the fact that
, possibly substantially, depending on the value of ι, as illustrated in figure 2. If we neglect the second term in (3.8), (3.7) becomes
where
is the combination of h 0 and cos ι that we can estimate by filtering with the averaged template.
Since we have normalized the statistic so that Var(ρ) = 1 for weak signals, the expectation value (3.9) is an expected signal-to-noise ratio for a signal with a given h eff 0 . 2 is the combination of h0 and cos ι approximately measured by the cross-correlation statistic, as shown in e.g., (3.9) This means that if we define an SNR threshold ρ th such that ρ > ρ th corresponds to a detection, the signal will be detectable if
FIG. 2. Plot of
h eff 0 > ∼ ρ th 2 KL∈P Ξ 2 K Ξ 2 L Γ ave KL 2 −1/4 (3.11)
B. Impact of Spectral Leakage on Estimated Sensitivity
Finally, we consider the impact of the leakage factors of the form Ξ 2 K = k∈K K sinc 2 (κ Kk ) on the expectation value. Expanding out these expressions, we have
If we choose only the "best bin" k K =k K from each SFT, defined by (2.18), we have
If, instead of the "best bin" whose frequency fk K is closest to f K , we take the m closest bins to define K K , the sum becomes
where α ≤ α and α ≥ α are the integers below and above α, respectively. Note that, because of the identity 11 ∞ s=−∞ sinc 2 (κ + s) = 1, valid for any κ, the best we can do by including more bins is Ξ 2 K ≤ 1 and therefore
The sensitivity associated with the inclusion of a finite number of bins from each SFT will depend on the value of − 1 2 ≤κ K ≤ 1 2 corresponding to the signal frequency f K in each SFT. We can get an estimate of this by assuming that, over the course of the analysis, the Doppler shift evenly samples the range ofκ values, and writing
where · κ indicates an average over the possible offsets within the bin. We can numerically evaluate
as shown in table II. 11 This is most easily proved by writing sinc(κ + s) =
e i2π(κ+s)t dt and using
. 12 Previous sensitivity estimates [21, 22] were missing the factor of Ξ 2 K Ξ 2 L and therefore slightly overestimated the sensitivity. , from inclusion of multiple SFT bins. We see that using a single bin from each SFT leads to only around 77.4% of the maximum sensitivity given by (3.15) , but that we can recover over 90% of this sensitivity by using two bins and over 95% by using four bins from each SFT. This table applies for rectangularly windowed data; using other window options further reduces the expected SNR, as described in appendix A. The table also assumes that the various Doppler modulations move the signal frequency around to accomplish an average over the fractional offset of the signal frequency from the center of the bin. The validity of this approximation is explored in [27] .
Since most cross-correlation searches will be computationally limited, the question of how many bins to include from each SFT is one of optimization of resources. The value of E [ρ] for a given h eff 0 , and therefore the sensitivity of the search, can be increased by including more frequency bins from each SFT, but this will involve more computations and therefore more computational resources. If instead those resources were put into a search with a larger T max , the value of KL∈P Γ ave KL 2 would be higher. Naïvely, one might expect the computing cost to scale with the number of terms to be combined, and therefore with the square of the number of bins taken from each SFT. So increasing from m = 1 to m = 2 could take up to four times the computing cost. On the other hand, for a fixed number of bins, we suppose that the cost will scale with the number of SFT pairs to be included times the number of parameter space points to be searched. Typical behavior will be for the density of points in parameter space to scale with T d max for some integer value of d; as described in section IV B, for a search over frequency and two orbital parameters of an LMXB, as long as T max is small compared to the binary orbital period, d = 3. Since the number of SFT pairs at fixed observation time will also scale like T max , the overall computing cost will scale like T 0.774 ≈ 1.17 from including a second bin from each SFT. However, the assumption that computing cost scales like m 2 is likely an overestimate (since most of the operations can be done once per SFT rather than once per pair), so it is generally advisable to use at least two bins from each SFT.
C. Sensitivity estimate for unknown amplitude parameters
The cross-correlation statistic is normalized so that Var(ρ) ≈ 1 and, according to (3.16) , and now adopting the notation that α refers to an unordered allowed pair of SFTs,
where h eff 0 is the combination of h 0 and cos ι given in (3.10), and ave is a property of the search which can be determined from noise spectra, AM coefficients, and choices of SFT pairs, without knowledge of signal parameters other than the approximate frequency and orbital parameters. Even if the noise in each data stream is Gaussian distributed, the statistic, which combines the data quadratically, will not be. It was observed in [21] that each individual cross-correlation between SFTs is Bessel distributed; the of the optimal sum is considered in appendix B both in its exact form and a numerical approximation. For simplicity, in what follows we assume that the central limit theorem allows us to treat the statistic as approximately Gaussian, with mean (h eff 0 ) 2 ave and unit variance.
13
We consider the sensitivity estimates in [21] , which implicitly assume the values of ι and ψ are known and used to construct the expected cross-correlation used in weighting the terms in the statistic. (In our notation this would mean using G KL rather than G ave KL in the definition (2.35) of W.) Here we perform the analogous calculation, assuming we're using G ave α in the construction of the statistic. Thus the probability of exceeding a threshold ρ th will be
13 Note that this approximation is less accurate in the tails of the distribution. Unfortunately, for a search over many independent templates, the most interesting statistic will necessarily be in the tails. For example, with 10 8 templates, even a 1% false alarm probability for the loudest statistic value would correspond to a single-template false-alarm probability of 10 −10 . See [28] for specific examples of this.
The threshold associated with a false alarm rate α is
but the sensitivity h sens 0 associated with a false dismissal rate β will now be defined, following a procedure analogous to the one in [29] , by marginalizing over the unknown inclination ι (since we have neglected the ψ dependence in E [ρ])
14 :
So to get a sensitivity estimate, we need to find the h sens 0 which solves (3.23), i.e.,
So that the approximate sensitivity is
25) The equation (3.24) defines S eff as a specific function of α and β, so the approximate sensitivity correction due to marginalizing over cos ι can be worked out independent of the details of the search. We show some sample values shown in table III for α and β values between 1% and 10%, and also for single-template α values corresponding to overall false-alarm rates in the same range, assuming a trials factor of 10 8 . We see that the h 0 sensitivity is modified by between 39% and 67% in these cases.
D. Scaling and comparison to directed stochastic search
We consider here the behavior of (3.25) (or equivalently (3.19)) with parameters such as the observing time T obs and allowed lag time T max , which is effectively a coherence time. As noted in [21] , the detectable (3.25) (3.24) compares to the standard expression S = erfc −1 (2α) + erfc −1 (2β) which would apply from filtering with known values of the parameters cos ι and ψ. Note that using the worst-case value cos ι = 0 shows that 1 < S eff /S < 3.2.
scales like one over the fourth root of the number of SFT pairs included in the sum α :
The approximate number of pairs for a search of data from N det detectors, each with observing time T obs (so that the total observation time is N det T obs ), with maximum lag time T max > T sft is
so the sensitivity scaling is
(3.28) We wish to compare this sensitivity to that of the directed stochastic search (also known as the "radiometer" method) defined in [15] and used to set limits on gravitational radiation from Sco X-1 [14, 30] . The directed stochastic search is also an optimally-weighted crosscorrelation search, but only includes contributions from data taken by different detectors at the same time. We first consider the sensitivity of a cross-correlation search using our method with this restriction, and then relate this to the sensitivity of the actual directed stochastic search. If we only allow simultaneous pairs of SFTs, the number of pairs included in the sum (3.25) becomes
which makes the signal strength to which the search is sensitive
The directed stochastic search is not quite the same as this hypothetical cross-correlation search with simultaneous SFTs, however. Most of these differences are irrelevant or produce effectively identical calculations. For instance, since the ∆t α appearing in (4.17) is zero for simultaneous SFTs, the phase difference ∆Φ α = 2πf 0 ∆d α just encodes the difference in arrival times at the two detectors. Likewise, while the stochastic search assumes a random unpolarized signal rather than the periodic signal from a neutron star with unknown parameters, this has the same effect as our choice to use Γ ave KL as the geometrical weighting factor. In fact (as noted in [21] ) e i∆Φ KL Γ ave KL is, up to a normalization, the overlap reduction function for the directed stochastic search. The one significant difference is that, since the stochastic search doesn't model the orbital Doppler modulation, it doesn't have access to the signal frequency f K corresponding to SFT K, and therefore cannot localize the expected signal frequency to a bin of width δf = 1 T sft . Thus, instead of the optimal combination described by (2.23) or (2.36), it must sum with equal weights the contributions z Kk z * Lk across a coarse frequency bin of width ∆f > ∼ 2πap P orb f 0 (see (IV B 2) for the definitions of the binary orbital parameters relevant to Doppler modulation). 16 The effect is to increase the variance of the cross-correlation due to noise by ∆f δf = ∆f T sft (since there are ∆f T sft bins being combined, only one of which contains a significant signal contribution) so that
The appearance of the factor containing Ξ 2 in the comparison is because the directed stochastic search, by combining a larger range of frequency bins, as well as techniques such as overlapping windowed segments, avoids some of the usual leakage issues. On the other hand, if ∆f is chosen to maximize the sensitivity for a given frequency, there will be similar issues with part of the signal falling outside the coarse bin at the extremes of Doppler modulation.
To insert concrete numbers, (3.31) tells us that for a search with data of equivalent sensitivity from three detectors, a cross-correlation search with T max = 3600 s and Ξ 2 = 0.9 would provide an improvement in h 0 sensitivity over a directed stochastic search with ∆f = 0.25 Hz of a factor of about 5.4.
17 This is consistent with the performance of the two searches in the Sco X-1 Mock Data Challenge [32] , in which the cross-correlation method was able to detect signals with h 0 almost an order of magnitude lower than those detected by the directed stochastic method.
Note that, unlike the model-based cross-correlation search, the stochastic search is not computationally limited, with year-long wide-band analyses being achievable on a single CPU [32] . Additionally, since it doesn't assume a signal model (beyond sky localization and approximate monochromaticity), it is robust against unexpected features such as orbital parameters outside the nominally expected range. However, its sensitivity is fundamentally limited by its ignorance of orbital Doppler modulation, with a maximum effective coherence time of 17 This does not include the fact that the directed stochastic method includes a relatively coarse search over frequency, while the model-based cross-correlation method must search over many more points in frequency and orbital parameter space, as described in section IV B. This seemingly significant increase in trials factor turns out to be swamped by the gain in sensitivity. In the comparison above, the same signal will generate a factor of almost 30 larger rho value in the cross-correlation search. On the other hand, the ρ threshold to achieve a 5σ false alarm probability would need to be increased only from 5 to 7.8 to overcome a trials factor of 10 8 . Additionally, the search over signal parameters in the cross-correlation method allows estimates of those parameters.
IV. PARAMETER SPACE BEHAVIOR
So far we've implicitly assumed the parameters used to construct the signal model (2.16), other than the amplitude parameters h 0 , cos ι, and ψ, were known when constructing the weighted statistic. In order to determine the phase evolution of the signal, and therefore Φ K and f K , we need various phase-evolution parameters {λ i }. (For example, for a neutron star at a known sky location with a constant intrinsic signal frequency f 0 in a binary orbit, these are f 0 and any unknown binary orbital parameters.) A slight error in these would lead to the Φ K appearing in µ and that used to construct W being slightly different. In this case we need to go back to (3.7) and distinguish between the true ∆Φ KL and the one assumed in the construction of the filter. 18 If we write these parameters as {λ i }, let the parameters assumed in constructing ρ be λ i and the true parameters of the signal be λ 
if we write the phase difference as
where ∆Φ α,i = ∂Φα ∂λi , we obtain, to second order in the parameter difference,
and the parameter space metric is
2 α Γ ave α Re Γ α (4.6) If we once again neglect the ψ-dependent piece of Re Γ α as well as the second derivative term in the metric, we have
where · α indicates a weighted average with weighting
) and
A. Systematic parameter offset
The result (4.4) not only tells us how the expected SNR falls off when the parameters {λ i } used in constructing the statistic differ from the true signal parameters {λ 
In particular it has the opposite sign for ι ∈ (0, π/2) and ι ∈ (π/2, π). For a signal detection with unknown ι, this will have the effect of a systematic error in the measurement of the phase-evolution parameters {λ i }. (Of course, one could perform a subsequent analysis which would produce an estimate of ι, such as a coherent followup of the signal candidate, or a cross-correlation search using iΓ We return now to consideration of the metric defined by (4.7)
Comparison to Standard Expression for Metric
We can relate this to the usual notation for the phase metric. (See, e.g., eq (5.13) of [33] , which was also used in [22] .)
Note, first of all, that while the standard definition of the parameter space metric defines the mismatch as the fractional loss in signal-to-noise squared, our crosscorrelation statistic ρ is actually the equivalent of what is usually called ρ 2 . This is because it is quadratic in the signal (as is the F-statistic, and its expectation value is proportional to h 2 0 ). The connection between (4.12) and (4.13) is made by noting that the averages in (4.13) are over data segments, while the expression in (4.12) is a weighted average over SFT pairs, where the weighting factor is ( Γ ave α )
2 . We can relate the two in the special case where the set of pairs P contains every combination of SFTs (e.g., by choosing T max to be the observing time), and by neglecting the influence of the weighting factor in the cross-correlation metric. In that case, the average can be written as a double average over SFTs K and L:
which is just (4.13). Note that this identification can only be made in the case where the cross-correlation includes all pairs of SFTs (or all pairs within some time stretch).
With a restriction such as |t K − t L | ≤ T max , one must consider the weighted average over pairs, not separate averages over SFTs.
Metric for the LMXB Search
We now consider the explicit form of the parameter space metric for a neutron star in a circular binary system, assuming a constant intrinsic frequency f 0 . Although the actual values of phase Φ K = Φ(t(t K )) and
used via (2.15) to construct the expected cross-correlation G KL include relativistic corrections, it is sufficient for the purposes of constructing the parameter space metric to limit attention to the Roemer delay, which gives us
where we have defined the following:
c , the projected distance, in seconds, from the solar-system barycenter to the detector, along the propagation direction from the source. (Note that this depends on the detector, but also on the time t K .)
is the projected semimajor axis of the binary orbit, in units of time.
• P orb is the orbital period of the binary.
• t asc is a reference time for the orbit, defined as the time, measured at the solar-system barycenter, when the neutron star is crossing the line of nodes moving away from the solar system. 
. Note that ∆d KL will be much less than ∆t KL unless the SFTs K and L are simultaneous. (This is because the duration of an SFT will be long compared to the light travel time between detectors on the Earth, and the Earth's motion is non-relativistic.)
We can now calculate the derivatives appearing in (4.12):
Approximation for long observation times
It is relatively simple and straightforward to construct the phase metric for a given observation; calculate the derivatives (4.18) for each SFT pair and then insert them into the weighted average (4.12). However, we can gain insight into the behavior of the metric if we consider an approximate form which should be valid if the observing time (e.g., one year) is long compared to the orbital period of the LMXB (e.g., 6.8 × 10 5 s ≈ 19 hr for Sco X-1 [1, 7] ). Since the orbital period is not commensurate with any of the relevant periods of variation such as the sidereal or solar day (the former being relevant for (Γ ave α ) 2 and the latter for the noise spectra), it is reasonable to assume that 2π P orb (t α − t asc ) samples all phases roughly equally, and therefore
where F α is any expression not involving t α . We then have metric components, from (4.12), of
The metric is not diagonal, but we can neglect the offdiagonal elements if
One can show that (g f0ap ) 2 g f0f0 g apap and (g f0P orb ) 2 g f0f0 g P orb P orb as long as
which should be the case; for Sco X-1, a p = 0.811 s. [7] Note also that, as long as we include cross-correlations between non-simultaneous SFTs, (∆t α − ∆d α )
because the detectors are moving much slower than the speed of light.
We will also have (g apP orb )
2 g apap g P orb P orb as long as the square of the typical time lag ∆t α is much less than (t α − t asc ) 2 α , which will be the case if the maximum allowed time lag is much less than the length of the run. We can see this by considering the (t α − t asc ) 2 α
; if we define
should be on the order of the square of the duration of the run. In particular, for a run of duration T obs during which the sensitivity of the search remains roughly constant,
This leaves only the ratio
4.27) Whether or not this can be neglected seems to come down, then, to whether the reference time t asc falls during the run. If it falls outside the run,
and the off-diagonal metric element g tascP orb cannot be ignored. However, it is always possible to replace one reference time t asc with another t asc = t asc + nP orb separated by an integer number n of cycles, and thus it is always possible to arrange for
and thus obtain an approximately diagonal metric. This comes at a cost, though, since there will be a contribution to the uncertainty in the new reference time due to the uncertainty in the orbital period. If the uncertainties in the orbital period and the original reference time are independent, the uncertainty in the new reference time will be given by
This will become the dominant error if
for Sco X-1, using the parameter uncertainties from [7] (see section VI), this is about 100 0.04 × 68023.70 s ≈ 5 yr (4.30)
Since the t asc quoted in [7] (chosen to minimize their ∆t asc ) corresponds to June 2008, this will be the case for any GW observations using advanced LIGO and/or advanced Virgo data, unless additional Sco X-1 ephemeris updates are made.
Subject to the aforementioned approximations, the metric can be treated as diagonal with non-negligible elements
The quantities ∆t 2 α α and sin 2 π∆tα P orb α which appear in the parameter space metric are constructed by a weighted average over SFT pairs. If we consider a search which includes all pairs up to a maximum time lag of T max , the parameter space resolution, and therefore the required number of templates, will depend on T max . We can get a rough estimate on this dependence by assuming that we can write
which assumes T obs T max T sft so that we can replace the sum over specific lags with an integral, and neglects the variation of ( Γ where once again sinc x = sin πx πx . Note that this is only a rough approximation, since increasing the time offset ∆t α between a pair of SFTs from the same instrument (or from well-aligned instruments like the LIGO detectors in Hanford and Livingston) will tend to decrease the expected cross-correlation as the detectors are rotated out of alignment with each other. We confirm this by comparing the approximate expressions to more accurate values calculated using the geometry of the LIGO and Virgo detectors and the sky position of Scorpius X-1, in figure 3.
Note that some care needs to be taken when comparing our metric expressions to those in [9] . For example, combining (4.31a) with (4.33) gives us g f0f0 ≈ 2π
2 T 2 max 3 , which seems at odds with the analogous expression in e.g., eq (61) of [9] , where the corresponding metric element is π 2 (∆T ) 2 3 . The difference is that the semicoherent search in [9] is defined by combining distinct coherent segments of length ∆T , which makes the mean squared difference
whereas our maximum lag rule |t − t | < T max gives a 19 Note that for Tmax P orb , coherent integration times small compared to the binary orbital period, the factor sin 2 π∆tα P orb α tends to
(so the number of templates in each direction grows like the coherent integration time), while for Tmax P orb , coherent integration times long compared to the binary orbital period, it tends to a constant 1 2 , so the growth in number of templates in the ap and tasc directions saturates. This is analogous to an effect described in [34] . where the assumption T max T obs gives us the result (4.33).
V. IMPLICATIONS OF DEVIATION FROM SIGNAL MODEL
So far, we have assumed that the underlying signal model contained in (2.21), along with the phase evolution (4.15) is correct, although some of the parameters may be unknown. We consider two effects which violate this assumption, and their potential impacts on the expected SNR (3.19) . These are 1) spin wandering, in which the frequency is not a constant f 0 but varies slowly and unpredictably with time and 2) the impact of higher terms in the Taylor expansion of Φ(t(t)) about t = t K , which are neglected in the linear phase model (2.15). The former effect will place a potential limit on the coherence time T max by providing an intrinsic limit to the frequency resolution, whereas the latter will constrain our choice of SFT length T sft in order that neglected phase acceleration effects not cause too much loss of SNR.
A. Spin Wandering
We have assumed so far that the LMXB is in approximate equilibrium, where the spinup torque due to accretion is balanced by the spindown due to gravitational waves. Even if this is true on average, the balance will not be perfect, and the spin frequency will "wander". This means that rather than a constant frequency f 0 appearing in (4.15), there will be a time-varying frequency f (t), where t = t − r det ·k c + r orb ·k c is the time measured in the neutron star's rest frame. Thus the phase difference between SFTs K and L will be, rather than just
We can consider the loss of SNR due to the existence of spin wandering, compared to what we'd expect if the frequency truly were constant. Qualitatively, there are two reasons for loss of SNR: first, on short timescales, the change in frequency could disrupt the coherence between the two SFTs in a pair being cross-correlated; second, on longer timescales, the spin could wander enough that the SNR is distributed over different frequency templates.
To quantify the loss of SNR we follow a calculation analogous to that in section IV, e.g., in (4.1) and (4.2), to obtain
where · α is a weighted average over SFT pairs with weighting factor Γ 
where ∆t KL = t K −t L Subject to reasonable assumptions about the randomness of the spin wandering, (5.2) can be written in the form
where in the last line we've used the fact that since a p and ∆d α are small, |t K − t K | T max . The two terms in (5.5) quantify the effects we predicted at the beginning of the section. The second term describes a loss of SNR due to the neutron star spin not being constant during the time spanned by an SFT pair, while the first term indicates a loss due to the mismatch between contributing frequencies and the frequency of a single template. (In fact, the first term is just
.) Note that we're free to choose the f 0 which maximizes the SNR for a given instantiation of spin wandering, which will be
is the weighted variance of f (t) over the observing time.
To get a quantitative estimate of the effects of spin wandering, consider a model where the neutron star spins up or down linearly with typical amplitude |ḟ | drift , changing on a timescale T drift where T max T drift T obs . For simplicity, also neglect the impact of the weighting factor 
Combining these results, we have
(5.9) So, in order to avoid a fractional loss in SNR of more than µ, one would need to limit the lag time to
−12 Hz/s, T drift = 10 6 s, T obs = 1 Yr, and µ = 0.1, the first limit is about 44,000 s and the second is 320,000 s. So in that case spin wandering would become an issue if T max > ∼ 12 hr. Note that this is somewhat less than the estimate ∆T < ∼ 3 day given in [9] . The source of this apparent discrepancy is a combination of the distinction between the coherent segment length ∆T and the maximum lag time T max , described in section IV B 3, and the rough nature of some estimates used in [9] . That work compares the change in frequency |ḟ | drift T obs T drift /2 to the frequency resolution, which they give as ∼ 1/∆T . This is effectively an order of magnitude estimate, since it effectively assumes µ = 1, and also leaves out the numerical factor in 1/ √ g f0f0 = √ 3/(π∆T ). On the other hand, their frequency drift is the expected drift from the middle of the run to the end; averaging the drift over the run gives an effective change of (|ḟ | drift √ T obs T drift )/2 Including these three effects to do a calculation analogous to the one here would give a factor of π 5/3 ≈ 4 reduction on the estimated tolerable segment length to ∆T
≈ 62,000 s ≈ 17 hr. Of course, the assumptions of |ḟ | drift and T drift given above are uncertain and somewhat arbitrary, so our 12-hour number should also not be viewed as an exact constraint on the method.
B. SFT length
Most searches for continuous gravitational waves have used short Fourier transforms with a duration T sft of 30 min = 1800 s. The limiting factor which sets a maximum on the reasonable T sft is the accuracy of the linear phase approximation (2.15).
If we consider higher order terms in the phase expan-sion, we have
The effect of these corrections is to modify (2.21) to
n dκ n sinc(κ) (5.13) Note that for even n, I n (κ) is real and even, while for odd n, it is imaginary and odd.
We can then construct, as a replacement for (2.25),
The expectation value (3.7) of the statistic thus becomes, including the correction for higher phase derivatives and finite SFT length,
As in (III B) we assume that the sum over pairs evenly and independently samples the fractional frequency offset κ K from each SFT, which means we can replace Q K and Q L with
where the fact that I 3 (κ) is odd in κ means that the average Σ 03 vanishes. Now,
We assume that the impact of the second piece is small 20 and focus only on Re (Q K Q * L ), which leads to a fractional loss of SNR of
Differentiating (4.15) gives
We can neglect the first term, since the acceleration due to the Earth's orbit is O(10 −11 s −1 ) and that due to the Earth's rotation is O(10 −10 s −1 ). In comparison, for Sco X-1,
If we assume, as in the metric calculation, that the average over pairs evenly samples the orbital phase, then
Using the identity
we can calculate
so the fractional loss in SNR is
The factors Σ 04 and Σ 02 can be calculated by using (5.16) along with Note that for the cross-correlation search, choosing shorter SFTs does not directly impact the sensitivity. For the same allowed lag time, searches with different SFT lengths should have approximately the same sensitivity. , and In(κ) is defined in (5.13) with I0(κ) = sinc κ = sin πκ πκ
, and I2(κ) and I4(κ) are given by (5.27) and (5.28) . Note that the value of Ξ 2 ≡ I00 is tabulated in table II.
We can see this by considering the SNR for a given signal amplitude h 0 , for example from (3.16). Since
the quantity ( Γ ave KL ) 2 inside the sum is proportional to (T sft )
2 . However, for a fixed maximum time lag T max , the number of terms in the sum will be proportional to (T sft ) −2 and the resulting expected SNR will be approximately independent of T sft . (E.g., halving the SFT length will mean each SFT pair contributed one-fourth as much to the sensitivity, but will double the number of SFTs and thus quadruple the number of SFT pairs.)
On the other hand, by increasing the number of SFT pairs, using a shorter SFT length will mean increasing computing cost at the same T max . If the computing budget is fixed, the sensitivity gained by reducing the mismatch (5.26) will be offset by the loss of sensitivity, in the form of a lower E sft . Since the sensitivity scales with the square root of the number of SFT pairs, we have
is the mismatch scaling appearing in (5.26). 21 The sen- 31) , as a function of frequency, for a signal with the most likely orbital parameters for Sco X-1, as given in table I, assuming that d = 3, i.e., the density of points in parameter space grows as the third power of the coherence time Tmax. This is appropriate for a search over e.g., frequency f0, projected semimajor axis ap, and time of ascension tasc, (when the uncertainty in the period P orb is small enough that a single value may be assumed), in the case where Tmax is small compared with P orb . The solid line represents a more optimistic scenario where the average cosine appearing in the second term of (5.31) is approximately unity, which should also be the case if Tmax P orb . The dashed line represents a worstcase scenario where the average is approximately zero. The optimal SFT length maximizes the expected SNR in (5.30), and represents a balance between two competing effects: if T sft is too large, phase acceleration will lead to a loss in SNR compared to the ideal formula (3.19) ; if T sft is too small, the large number of SFT pairs in the computation will lead to a restriction on the possible Tmax achievable at fixed computing cost, and reduce the ideal SNR itself. figure 4 , we show this optimal SFT length for d = 3, using a p = 1.44 s and P orb = 68023.70 s (the most likely values for Sco X-1). The solid line shows the most optimistic scenario, in which cos 2π∆tα P orb α ≈ 1 (which will be the case for T max P orb ) and the dashed line shows the most pessimistic scenario, in which the average goes to zero.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have explored details of the modelbased cross-correlation search for periodic gravitational waves, focussing on its application to signals from neutron stars in binary systems (LMXBs) and Scorpius X-1 in particular. We have carefully considered the impact of spectral leakage (in section III B) and the implications of unknown amplitude parameters (in section III C) on the sensitivity of the method. We have also produced expressions for the parameter space metric of the search (in section IV B), at varying levels of approximation, and a systematic offset in the parameters of a detected signal related to the unmeasured inclination angle of the neutron star to the line of sight (in section IV A). In section V A we estimate the effects of "spin wandering" caused by deviations from equilibrium in the torque balance configuration, and in (V B) we consider the appropriate SFT duration needed to avoid significant loss of SNR due to unmodelled phase acceleration.
We have shown (in section III D) that the method produces an improvement in strain sensitivity over the directed stochastic search method which inspired it; this is roughly proportional to the fourth root of the product of the coherence time of the model-based search and the frequency bin size for the stochastic search. A mock data challenge [32] has been carried out comparing the performance of the available search methods, including the model-based cross-correlation search, on simulated signals injected into Gaussian noise. As reported elsewhere [28, 32] , the cross-correlation search is the most sensitive currently implemented.
To give an estimate of expected sensitivity for data from detectors such as Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, it is necessary to make some suppositions about the parameters of the search, especially the time T max over which SFTs are coherently cross-correlated. Since this drives both the sensitivity and computing cost, the choice of T max will depend on available computing resources, and will likely vary with frequency in order to optimize the distribution of computing resources where they can be most effective. In [28] , we performed searches with 9 min ≤ T max ≤ 90 min for a range of frequency bands covering a total of 500 Hz distributed in f 0 ∈ [50, 1455] Hz, using moderate computational resources. On the other hand, in (V A), we consider spin wandering effects which might lead to a significant loss of SNR for a search with T max > ∼ 12 hr for a one-year observation. In figure 5 , we show the projected sensitivity (3.25) of a search using one year of data, either from the two advanced LIGO detectors in Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA, or from the two advanced LIGO detectors plus the Virgo detector in Cascina, Italy, all operating at their projected design sensitivity. We show the sensitivity of three hypothetical searches, with T max = 6 min, 60 min or 600 min = 10 hr, and compare the observable h 0 (at a 5% false-dismissal probability, assuming a single-template false alarm probability of 5 × 10 −10 , corresponding to , at design sensitivity. The value plotted is the observable h0 at 5% false-dismissal probability, assuming an overall falsealarm probability of 5% and a trials factor of 10 8 for a singletemplate false-alarm probability of 5 × 10 −10 (i.e., see section III C and table III). The three curves in each set, are, from top to bottom, for Tmax = 6 min, 60 min and 10 hr. They are compared to the signal strength (6.2) predicted by the torque balance argument [12] .
an overall 5% false-alarm probability and a trails factor of 10 8 , as described in section III C and table III). For comparison, we show a representative signal strength predicted by the torque balance argument [12, 13] . By assuming that the spindown torque due to gravitational waves is balanced by the spinup torque due to accretion, estimated using the observed X-ray flux, it is possible to estimate the strength of the gravitational-wave signal as a function of the neutron star spin frequency ν s : [13] h 0 ≈ 3 × 10 −27
The spin frequency of Sco X-1 is unknown, but ν s values inferred for other LMXBs from pulsations or burst oscillations range from 50 Hz to 600 Hz, so we consider the sensitivity over a wide range of GW frequencies. For Sco X-1, using the observed X-ray flux F X = 3.9 × 10 −7 erg cm −2 s −1 from [13] , and assuming that the GW frequency f 0 is twice the spin frequency ν s (as would be the case for GWs generated by) anisotropies in the neutron star), the torque balance value is
which the reference curve plotted in figure 5 . We see that for a three-detector, one-year analysis, a signal at the torque balance limit should be detectable for 30 Hz < ∼ Relative scaling of expected computing cost per logarithmic frequency interval for a search of one year of coincident data from either the two LIGO detectors (labelled HL) or the three LIGO+Virgo detectors (labelled HLV). The three curves in each set, are, from top to bottom, for Tmax = 10 hr, 60 min and 6 min. The calculation assumes that the computing cost scales with the number of SFT pairs times the number of points in parameter space. It also assumes that the optimal SFT length T sft given by (5.34) and (5.31) has been chosen at each frequency, and that we are searching over frequency and two orbital parameters. The approximate scaling is as f f 0 < ∼ 300 Hz with T max = 60 min (which is already computationally manageable at most frequencies), and if one could increase to T max = 600 min through algorithmic improvements, programming optimization, and/or application of additional resources, that range could be broadened to 20 Hz < ∼ f 0 < ∼ 500 Hz. The best-case h 0 sensitivity of 5 × 10 −26 for the 60-min search is consistent with the results of the Sco X-1 MDC [28, 32] , where a crosscorrelation search with 9 min ≤ T max ≤ 90 min was able to detect signals with h 0 > ∼ 5 × 10 −26 .
The choice of T max will in part be constrained by computing cost; in figure 6 we show the approximate relative computing cost scaling for the six searches considered (one year of data from either the two LIGO detectors or the two LIGO detectors and Virgo, at a with a maximum allowed lag time of T max = 6 min, 60 min or 600 min = 10 hr. The computing cost is assumed to be proportional to the number of SFT pairs times the number of parameter space points to be searched, and we plot the relative cost per logarithmic frequency interval. We also assume that at each frequency the SFT length is chosen to be the optimal SFT length given by (5.34) and (5.31) . Roughly speaking, the number of SFT pairs will scale as f 0 T max (since the optimal SFT length scales as Finally, we consider one possible avenue for enhancement of the cross-correlation method. As explained in section III A, the fact that we filter with G ave KL means that the method provides an estimate of h eff 0 , a function of h 0 and cos ι defined in (3.10), rather than h 0 . If we had a method of independently estimating cos ι, or in fact any other combination of h 0 and cos ι besides h eff 0 , we could obtain a better measurement of h 0 . In [21] , a method was proposed to obtain estimates of h 0 A + and h 0 A × , but a more effective procedure would seem to be adding a second statistic which uses iΓ ensures that the normalization (2.24) holds as before. Then the derivation proceeds as before, with Ξ w K replacing Ξ K , and in particular, the expected SNR (3.16) becomes
Results for Specific Windows
We now consider the consequences of the modification (A11) by investigating the form of ξ w (κ) = T −1 sft δ w T sft (κ/T sft ) defined in (A2) and γ w k defined in (A4) for specific non-rectangular window choices. We consider the general family of Tukey windows, defined using an adjustable parameter 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 by
.
(A12) The general form of the Tukey window is illustrated in figure 7 . This family includes at its extremes the rectangular window (β = 0) and the Hann window (β = 1). In practical applications it is also common to use a Tukey window with a small finite parameter β 1 rather than a pure rectangular window. These two specific cases are shown in figure 8 , along with a Tukey window with β = We can insert the general form of w β (θ) from (A12) into (A2) to obtain
the "interesting" values of β also have somewhat simpler explicit forms. For the rectangular window (β = 0), which was considered in the main body of the paper, we have
for the Hann window (β = 1), we have
(A15) and for the canonical (β = 1 2 ) Tukey window, we have
We plot these three functions in figure 9 .
To evaluate the factor of (Ξ w ) 2 appearing in (A11), we need to construct the matrix {γ tuting (A12) into (A4), we can find
We can see that, for the rectangular case β = 0, we get (γ w 0 ) k = δ k as before, while for the Hann case β = we have
(A18) The diagonal elements for general β are
as in (A5). This means that, in the special case where the set of bins K K from each SFT is just the "best bin"k K defined in (2.18), and the matrix {γ 2 appearing in (A11) for a search using between one and six bins from each SFT, assuming a general Tukey window from the family (A12). We see that, for any number of bins, the most sensitive search is when β = 0, i.e., for rectangular windows. In particular, when a single bin is used from each SFT, we have Ξ 2 = 0.774 for rectangular windowing (β = 0), (Ξ ) Tukey window, and (Ξ Hann ) 2 = 0.601 for Hann windowing (β = 1). Note that the β = 0 value on each curve is just the corresponding "cumulative" number from table II. results in figure 10 as a function of β, for cases where we take the "best" m bins from each SFT. We see that, for any number of bins, (Ξ w ) 2 is a maximum for β = 0, i.e., rectangular windowing. The β = 0 values are just the "cumulative" entries from table II for the corresponding number of bins. Specifically, for the single-bin case, when β = 0, we have Ξ 2 = 0.774 (as seen in the m = 1 entry of table II), when β = 1 2 , we have (Ξ Tukey ) 2 = 0.699, and when β = 1, we have (Ξ Hann ) 2 = 0.601. These values also appear in [27] , which explains in more detail the relevant phenomenon. While the dropoff from the maximum value of (Ξ w K )
2 to its average value is greatest for rectangular windowing, the maximum value and the average value are also greatest for the rectangular window.
A common approach to handle the loss of signal associated with Hann-windowed data is to divide the data into overlapping Hann-windowed data segments, as in [18] . For the present search, however, it is easier just to include more bins from the rectangularly-windowed Fourier transform if desired to increase the sensitivity of the search. The only drawback to that is a slight increase in computational time, but this increase is much smaller than what would arise from almost doubling the number of SFTs by the use of overlapping windows. Eigenvalues {ωK } of the weights matrix W defined in(2.35) for two scenarios. At left, one day of observation with the LLO, LHO and Virgo detectors, assuming equal sensitivity, with T sft = 900 s and Tmax = 3600 s. At right, one year of observation under the same conditions, constructed as the union of 365 such days, spread throughout the year. In both cases, the start and end of each day include data gaps of 900-1800 s, randomly and independently generated for each detector.
Appendix B: Probability distribution for cross-correlation statistic in Gaussian noise
In this appendix, we consider the detailed statistical properties of the cross-correlation statistic (2.36) in the presence of Gaussian noise. If the noise contribution to x Kk is Gaussian, the definitions (2.9) and (2.23) imply that z−µ is a circularly symmetric Gaussian random vector [35] with zero mean, unit covariance and zero pseudocovariance, as described in (2.26). If {ω K } and {v K } are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of the Hermitian weighting matrix W defined in (2.35) , so that
then the statistic is
The conditions Tr(W) = 0 and Tr(W 2 ) = 1 imply that K ω K = 0 and K ω 2 K = 1. To give an example of the typical form of the eigenvalues, we present in figure 11 two typical sets of eigenvalues, one assuming a day-long observation with three detectors, assuming T sft = 900 s and T max = 3600 s, the other combining 365 such observations with randomly staggered starting times to simulate a year-long observation, assuming LIGO Livingston, Hanford and Virgo detectors with identical and stationary noise spectra. which means that the characteristic function of the crosscorrelation statistic is
This allows a straightforward computation of the exact probability density function for the statistic ρ as
(B5) which is a a mixture of exponential distributions. To get the false alarm probability for large ρ, we calculate
The problem with this expression is that the denominator can get very small, and the signs of the terms alternate.
To see this, assume that we've ordered the eigenvalues, so that
and the false alarm probability is
The last two factors can be very large, and are larger when the eigenvalues are closer together. (Recall that N is the number of SFTs, which is approximately T obs /T sft , so there are many factors appearing in the product.) Given the numerical problems with the exact false alarm probability (B9) when the number of SFTs is large, it is sometimes necessary to use an alternate approach. We can perform a calculation analogous to that in [18] , based on the method of [36, 37] . This uses the Gil-Pelaez expression [38] 
We can then find the false alarm probability by numerical integration of (B10). Results of both of these methods are shown in figure 12 , for the two scenarios considered in figure 11 . Both methods produce consistent results for a day-long observation, and illustrate deviation of the false alarm rate from the Gaussian value for ρ > ∼ 2. For the year-long observation, explicit evaluation of (B9) is impossible because of underflow in the cancellations, but numerical integration of (B10) works until the false alarm rate goes below 10 −12 or so. False alarm rates are considered in detail for a wider range of observing scenarios in [28] . False alarm probabilities for the cross-correlation statistic in the day-long and year-long scenarios considered in figure 11 , using the explicit formula (B9) as well as numerical integration of (B10), along with the probabilities we'd get if we assumed the statistic to be Gaussian. For a day-long observation (with three detectors, T sft = 900 s and Tmax = 3600 s), both methods give comparable results, but the Gaussian approximation is invalid for single-template false alarm rates below about 10 −2 . Note that for large signal values, a single exponential term dominates. For a year-long observation, practical calculation with (B9) is impossible due to underflow issues. The numerical integration of (B10) becomes unstable for false alarm rates below 10 −12 , but not before quantifying deviations from the Gaussian approximation even for a year-long observation.
